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ABSTRACT. To each finite group $G$ we can attach a projective profinite
group, $\overline{G}$ : tlie universal frattini $coler$ of $G[FrJ$ , \S 20.6 $]$ . Further, for any
collection of $r$ conjugacy classes $C$ of $G$ , there is a natural moduli space.
Its points are equivalence classes of covers of the Rieinann sphere $\mathbb{P}^{1}$ with
geometric monodroiny group $G$ having $C$ as the conjugacy classes of branch
cycles of the cover. We conjoin these two constructions, applying the latter
to a natural coflnal collection of fiiute quotients of $\overline{G}$ . This produces invari-
ants for the arithmetic theory of curve covers. We consider here a special
case that uses a prime $p$ dividing $|G|$ and conjugacy classes of $C$ of or-
der relati $\backslash \nu ely$ prime to $p$ . This p-uiiraiiiiIied Iifting $in1’\cdot al\cdot iant,$ $\iota/(G, p, C)$ , is
compatible with tcrniinology of [Se3], to wliicli tlie author contributed. We
call the tower of $(G, p, C)$-nioduli spaces that arise from this construction
a modular stack. Arithmetic geometers know a special case: the tower of
covers $JY’0(p)arrow X_{0}(p^{2})arrow X0(p^{3})\cdots$ of modular curves. Points on $X_{0}(p^{n})$
correspond to pairs of eiliptic curves with a cyclic $p^{n}$ -power isogeny. Here
$G$ is tlie dihedral group $D_{p}$ of order $2p,$ $r=4$ and four repetitions of the
iii $\iota’olution$ conjugacy class in $D_{p}$ comprise $C$ [DFr, \S 5.1-5.2]. The word
stack arises from the Deligne-Mufflord paper $[DeMu]$ . Its subtle, yet com-
patible, use here has a modular representation interpretation.
What we understand of any $mod\iota ilar$ stack comes from this lifting in-
variant. This lives in the $p’$-prime quotient of $\tilde{G}$ . It is a rare, yet significant,
event. that the modular stack attached to $(G, p, C)$ may have finite length
(unlike the to$\iota ver$ of modular curves). The material froin \S II on tlie univer-
sal frattiiii cover (especially applied to $A_{n}$ and conjugacy cla.sses of 3-cycles)
provides examples. $I\nwarrow’c$eping 10 the p-miramified case allows these deffiii-
tions an elementary elegance. To show how to generalize beyond this we
coinpute a low level quotient of the 2-ramified invariant of L. Schnepp’s 3-
branch point cover of degree 20. The arithmetic applications of $v(G, p, C)$
$i_{I1}$ \S IV point to a test for the Drinfeld-Grothendieck-Ihara relations on $G_{\mathbb{Q}}$
[I] applied to detecting felds of definition of curve covers. A plan for that
project coiicludes tliis paper.
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